Quantifying dermal microcirculatory changes of neuropathic and neuroischemic diabetic foot ulcers using spatial frequency domain imaging: a shade of things to come?
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ABSTRACT

Introduction The use of non-invasive vascular and perfusion diagnostics are an important part of assessing lower extremity ulceration and amputation risk in patients with diabetes mellitus. Methods for detecting impaired microvascular vasodilatory function in patients with diabetes may have the potential to identify sites at risk of ulceration prior to clinically identifiable signs. Spatial frequency domain imaging (SFDI) uses patterned near-infrared and visible light spectroscopy to determine tissue oxygen saturation and hemoglobin distribution within the superficial and deep dermis, showing distinct microcirculatory and oxygenation changes that occur prior to neuropathic and neuroischemic ulceration. Research designs and methods 35 patients with diabetes mellitus and a history of diabetic foot ulceration were recruited for monthly imaging with SFDI. Two patients who ulcerated during the year-long longitudinal study were selected for presentation of their clinical course alongside the dermal microcirculation biomarkers from SFDI. Results Patient 1 developed a neuropathic ulcer portended by a focal increase in tissue oxygen saturation and decrease in superficial papillary hemoglobin concentration 3 months prior. Patient 2 developed bilateral neuroischemic ulcers showing decreased tissue oxygen saturation and increased superficial papillary and deep dermal reticular hemoglobin concentrations. Conclusions Wounds of different etiology show unique dermal microcirculatory changes prior to gross ulceration. Before predictive models can be developed from SFDI, biomarker data must be correlated with the clinical course of patients who ulcerate while being followed longitudinally. Trial registration number NCT03341559.

INTRODUCTION

Diabetes mellitus (DM) is associated with diminished sensation and compromised perfusion in the lower extremities, substantially increasing the risk of foot complications, such as ulcers. Approximately one-third of patients with DM will develop a diabetic foot ulcer over the course of their lifetime. With degrading quality of life, ulcers often lead to severe infection and amputation, driving disproportionate healthcare costs in patients with DM. These complications are further exacerbated by high reulceration rates (up to 40% in 1 year), likely perpetuated by unresolved underlying conditions. As a result, ulcer prevention has become a primary strategy for managing diabetic foot diseases. This is why lower extremity complications of DM now constitute a top 10 global disability burden based on WHO data.

Numerous studies have elucidated contributing factors that predict ulcer occurrence
in patients with DM, one of which is the presence of vascular compromise such as peripheral artery disease (PAD).1 9–11 Non-invasive vascular and perfusion diagnostics are routinely used for assessing the presence of PAD,1 12 13 however, these tests rely on bulk measurements often taken some anatomic distance away from the site of ulceration. This is especially true for wounds on the plantar aspect of the foot, the most common site of ulcer presentation. Thus, it is difficult to infer from these measurements the location and severity of plantar microvascular dysfunction which may herald ulcerative signatures. Prior studies examining plantar tissue circulation suggest that regional changes could be used to identify early signatures of at-risk sites for ulceration.10 14 Although encouraging, the data are limited and the relationship between ulcer etiology and dermal perfusion signatures remain unclear.

To this end, these case presentations aim to examine pre-ulcerative changes in dermal microcirculation and oxygenation for ulcers of different etiology using spatial frequency domain imaging (SFDI). SFDI is a non-contact, optical imaging technology that can directly assess circulation in the skin by measuring hemoglobin (Hb) distribution and oxygenation.15 SFDI has been demonstrated in a number of applications to quantify circulation—including flap perfusion and burn assessment.16 17 SFDI was also compared with current methods of non-invasive vascular assessment (ie, ankle-brachial and toe-brachial indexes and waveforms) in patients at risk for PAD and showed that hemoglobin distribution between layers was a sensitive metric to identify patients with PAD with DM.18 More recently, SFDI was used to assess ulcer risk and prognosticate ulcer onset in patients with DM.14 Comparing SFDI signatures in patients with DM with and without a history of ulceration, the former were reported to exhibit significantly lower hemoglobin in the papillary dermis and higher dermal tissue oxygen saturation consistent with arterio-venous (AV) shunting observations previously reported.19 A limitation of this study was that a single image time point was used to relate to ulcer development outcomes within a year follow-up. In this work, case studies of longitudinal SFDI monitoring are presented for neuropathic and neuroischemic instances, highlighting peri-ulcer circulatory changes throughout the wound cycle.

**RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS**

**Study design**

A total of 35 patients were recruited for this observational study, with inclusion criteria consisting of patients with previous or current diabetic foot ulcers. Patients with heart failure or rheumatoid arthritis were excluded from the observational study. Inclusion criteria for case presentation included new ulceration during the study, with at least one pre-ulcerative SFDI image obtained. To ensure baseline comparisons with contralateral foot regions, patients with previous forefoot or digit amputation were excluded for case presentation; patients with Charcot neuroarthropathy were also excluded. Written consent was obtained for each patient allowing longitudinal collection of SFDI imaging data in concert with medical histories and treatment information. Subjects underwent plantar imaging at the start of normal visits every 4–6 weeks for 1 year. Additionally, foot temperatures, vessel palpability, visible callus presence and visible wound presence observations were recorded at each visit. Two patients with initially intact forefeet who ulcerated during the course of the study were selected for presentation and clinically demonstrated different etiologies, one neuropathic (patient 1) and the other neuroischemic (patient 2). Due to the bilateral ulcer presentations in patient 2, the left foot will be referenced as 2a and the right foot as 2b.

**SFDI imaging**

A commercial SFDI system (Research RS, Modulim, Irvine, California, USA) was used to obtain plantar circulation biomarker maps. A combination of visible and near-infrared light, as well as planar and patterned illumination, is used to interrogate both shallow and deep (up to 3 mm) tissue volumes (figure 1A). Images of tissue reflected light intensities are then processed to render three two-dimensional circulation biomarker maps (figure 1B): tissue oxygen saturation (StO2), total superficial papillary hemoglobin (HbT1) and total subsurface reticular hemoglobin (HbT2). The total imaging time was <5 min per patient including device calibration, patient foot positioning, instrument alignment, SFDI data acquisition and processing, and parametric map display.

**Wound classification**

We used the Society for Vascular Surgery Wound, Ischemia, Foot Infection (WIfI) system to score limb threat at each visit. WIfI is a widely validated measure of limb threat that scores each characteristic as ‘none, mild, moderate or severe’ from 0 to 3.19–22

**RESULTS**

**Patient 1: neuropathic ulcer**

Patient 1 presented in their early 60s with poorly controlled type 2 DM (hemoglobin A1c 9.3% at 28 weeks) and peripheral neuropathy, along with other signs suggestive of hyperglycemia-related organ damage, including microproteinuria.

At week 0, patient 1 presented to the clinic with calluses along the interphalangeal joint of the left hallux (figure 2A). A small right hallux laceration with signs of healing was present, along with calluses on the plantar surface below the right second metatarsal phalangeal joint (MTPJ). Palpation of lower extremity arteries revealed strong pulses. SFDI biomarkers showed focal areas of elevated dermal oxygen saturation and reduced papillary (superficial) hemoglobin at the second MTPJ (patient 2). Due to the bilateral ulcer presentations in patient 2, the left foot will be referenced as 2a and the right foot as 2b.
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Regional averages were 16.7% higher for StO2 and 50% lower for HbT1 in the left foot, StO2 and HbT1 regional averages were 10.5% higher and 30.7% lower, respectively.

Thirteen weeks later, the patient presented with a superficial 1.0×1.0 cm wound at the right second MTPJ, secondary to a flexible hammertoe with retrograde buckling (Figure 2B). Images showed elevated oxygenation and subsurface hemoglobin within the peri-ulcer region. The wound and undermining callus were debrided, cleaned with dilute hypochlorous acid and covered with

Figure 1  Spatial frequency domain imaging (SFDI) technology for plantar foot imaging. (A) SFDI uses a combination of visible and near-infrared light to interrogate tissue and recover functional circulation characteristics. (B) Diagram illustrating SFDI characterization of tissue oxygen saturation (StO2) and stratified hemoglobin content (HbT1 and HbT2). HbT1 represents total hemoglobin levels originating from superficial microvasculature while HbT2 represents the subsurface macrovascular total hemoglobin levels.

Figure 2  Longitudinal microcirculatory monitoring for patient 1. Spatial frequency domain imaging (SFDI) biomarker profiles of the plantar forefoot are shown at weeks 0 (A), 13 (B) and 50 (C). Visual inspection of color images at week 0 show a seemingly innocuous appearance, however focal areas of elevated StO2 and decreased HbT, at the second metatarsal phalangeal joint (MTPJ) bilaterally suggest a latent issue. At wound presentation (right second MTPJ) 13 weeks later, StO2 remains elevated within the peri-wound region coupled with rising HbT1. At week 50 on visible healing postosteotomy, StO2 and HbT, signatures exhibited reduced focal activity near the right second MTPJ with a shift toward the third MTPJ. Numbers at the base of each foot represent forefoot median values. Numbers near dashed circles represent median values over the circumscribed region.
silver and foam dressings; the patient was offloaded in a ‘healing sandal’. On the contralateral foot, a minor callus formed under the second MTPJ, which coincided with a site of focally reduced papillary hemoglobin and increased StO2 at week 0.

At week 16, the 1.0×1.0 cm MTPJ wound was debrided again and the patient was placed in a total contact cast (TCC). At week 28, the patient presented with cellulitis of the right foot secondary to a superficial infection at the second MTPJ ulcer (2.0×1.0 cm). The right foot demonstrated edema and erythema without signs of deep tissue infection. The patient began empiric oral antibiotics (clindamycin and ciprofloxacin) and was placed in a removable cast boot for offloading.

Five weeks later, the patient had complete resolution of the cellulitis; the next week, a right second metatarsal osteotomy and wound debridement were performed.

Postoperative follow-up at week 34 revealed a non-infected wound with immature epithelial coverage and residual callus under the right second MTPJ. Two weeks later, the surgical site was fully healed and the callus was noted to have decreased in area and depth. At week 50, SFDI showed normalization of StO2 and HbT1 levels at the right second MTPJ where prior osteotomy was performed (figure 2C) and a shift in focal behavior toward the third MTPJ. The patient would go on to develop calluses of the left plantar third digit and left dorsolateral fifth proximal interphalangeal joint without ulceration.

**Patient 2: neuroischemic ulcers**

Patient 2 presented in their late 50s with type 2 DM and severe PAD. This patient presented to the clinic after being offered an above-knee amputation for a chronic left heel ulcer, as severe PAD led to concerns whether the patient could heal a below-knee amputation. Several weeks prior to enrollment in this study, the patient had a right toe brachial index (TBI) of 0.19 and a left TBI of 0.00.

The patient underwent surgical treatments for the heel ulcer, with a left partial calcanectomy and wound debridement performed 1 week into the study and a superficial circumflex iliac artery perforator (SCIP) flap reconstruction 4 weeks into the study. At week 9, bilateral erythema presented at the hallux tips and on the left first MTPJ. SFDI biomarker maps showed substantial elevation of hemoglobin levels across both papillary and reticular layers in the hallux compared with the remaining forefoot, bilaterally (figures 3A and 4A). In the right foot, the hallux exhibited general signs of hyperemia and blood pooling as indicated by superficial (HbT1) and subsurface hemoglobin (HbT2), respectively. The pre-ulcer redness at the hallux tip coincided with focally elevated StO2 and reduced HbT1. Signatures of hyperemia and pooling persisted at week 18 throughout hallux ischemic wound presentation. Gangrene presentation at week 37 showed poor oxygenation surrounding the wound site and progressive hyperemia and pooling in the subhallux region. At week 46 following left popliteal artery to DVAA bypass, the eventually spreading of gangrene to the medial forefoot and lesser digits was forecasted by substantially low StO2 in these regions. At week 50, 2 weeks following TMA, signs of circulatory restoration were observed as indicated by a re-normalization of StO2 and HbT1 values. Numbers at the base of each foot represent forefoot median values. DVAA, dorsal venous arch arterialization; TMA, transmetatarsal amputation.

**Figure 3** Longitudinal microcirculatory monitoring for patient 2 (left foot). Spatial frequency domain imaging (SFDI) biomarker profiles of the plantar forefoot are shown at weeks 9 (A), 18 (B), 37 (C), 46 (D) and 50 (E). At week 9, the hallux exhibited general signs of hyperemia and blood pooling as indicated by superficial (HbT1) and subsurface hemoglobin (HbT2), respectively. The pre-ulcer redness at the hallux tip coincided with focally elevated StO2 and reduced HbT1. Signatures of hyperemia and pooling persisted at week 18 throughout hallux ischemic wound presentation. Gangrene presentation at week 37 showed poor oxygenation surrounding the wound site and progressive hyperemia and pooling in the subhallux region. At week 46 following left popliteal artery to DVAA bypass, the eventually spreading of gangrene to the medial forefoot and lesser digits was forecasted by substantially low StO2 in these regions. At week 50, 2 weeks following TMA, signs of circulatory restoration were observed as indicated by a re-normalization of StO2 and HbT1 values. Numbers at the base of each foot represent forefoot median values. DVAA, dorsal venous arch arterialization; TMA, transmetatarsal amputation.
At week 18, the patient presented with bilateral ischemic hallux wounds. Similar hemoglobin signatures persisted, along with concomitant low oxygenation localized to the wound site (figures 3B and 4B). By week 35, these hallux wounds had worsened and the patient began topical O2 therapy; necrotic tissue was debrided. During follow-up at week 37, worsening bilateral gangrene was noted along with osteomyelitis of the left lower extremity (LLE) (figures 3C and 4C). Visible areas of necrosis directly coincided with severely low StO2 (<5). The peri-gangrenous area exhibited sustained elevated hallux hemoglobin levels compared with forefoot medians; on the left foot, HbT1 and HbT2 were 23% and 439% greater, respectively; the right side comparisons were 30% and 335% greater.

At week 39, the patient presented to the emergency department with ulceration, erythema and purulent drainage of the LLE. Arterial duplex of the LLE showed severe arterial wall calcification of the popliteal, extending to the tibial-peroneal trunk, with monophasic flow in the anterior tibial (AT) and multiphasic flow in the posterior tibial (PT). Radiographic findings were suggestive of osteomyelitis and the patient began intravenous ceftriaxone and vancomycin; the patient was discharged 4 days later.

At 43 weeks, the patient underwent a left popliteal artery to dorsal venous arch arterialization (DVAA); toe pressures were 0 mm Hg bilaterally. The right hallux
gangrene remained stable and well demarcated, having changed minimally over the past 9 weeks.

At 46 weeks, the patient returned to the emergency department for pain and swelling of the LLE; a balloon angioplasty of the DVAA was performed. Figure 3D shows SFDI biomarkers prior to angioplasty. The forefoot appeared oxygen depleted, particularly along the lesser digits and medial forefoot regions within the StO2 map. These areas coincided with increased HbT1, and HbT2. At week 47, gangrene had spread to the forefoot and the second and third digits. At week 48, a transmetatarsal amputation (TMA) was performed and covered with a wound vacuum. The following week, the TMA wound was debrided and covered with an acellular matrix. Figure 3E shows SFDI biomarkers 1 week following debridement and covering. Images showed resolution of both poor oxygenation and pooled reticular hemoglobin.

CONCLUSION
In patients with DM, chronic lower extremity wounds can generally be categorized as either neuropathic or neuroischemic. Wounds can be further stratified using the four factors of the WIfI threatened limb classification system: wound, ischemia, foot infection and function.21 22 Wounds arising in patients with peripheral neuropathy without signs of vascular disease are considered neuropathic, as loss of protective sensation and disruption of autonomic function are the primary causes of ulceration. In patients with vascular disease, reduced blood flow leads to necrosis of tissue in poorly perfused angiosomes. While patients with DM can develop purely ischemic wounds, chronic ulceration is most often neuropathic or neuroischemic, as purely ischemic wounds are relatively rare.23 These two patients were selected because their medical histories and clinical course are consistent with the classic presentation of neuropathic (1) and neuroischemic (2) wounds.

SFDI biomarkers provide an insight to the differing pathological processes of these two types of wounds. Previous studies have shown baseline perfusion differences between patients with DM and patients without DM, as well as statistically significant differences between PAD patients with and without DM.18 These differences are likely related to the microangiopathy and autonomic neuropathy seen in DM. As early as 91 days prior to the ulceration of patient 1’s right second MTP, a relative increase in StO2 and decrease in HbT1, was observed when compared with the contralateral foot’s corresponding region of interest—a finding consistent with the previous studies showing significant differences in both the global baseline and ulcer-preceding elevations of StO2 in patients with DM.14 18 This localized pattern of covariation (elevated StO2 and recessed HbT1,) seems to signal at-risk sites due to mechanical stresses (ie, high plantar pressure and repetitive trauma) that precipitate pre-ulcer lesions and skin breakdown. This explanation is further supported by callus development at the left second MTP at week 13 following a similar, but less pronounced, focal StO2 and HbT1 appearance. Another corroborating detail is the anatomical shift in StO2 and HbT1 signatures over to the adjacent third MTP following right second MTP osteotomy, which may indicate plantar stress redistribution.

StO2 represents the ratio between oxy-Hb and total Hb (oxy-Hb+deoxy-Hb).24 Therefore, an increased StO2 in the presence of decreased HbT1 serves as a marker of dermal microcirculation dysfunction within the papillary dermis. Capillary basement membrane thickening from chronic hyperglycemia may reduce O2 diffusion into the surrounding tissue,25 thus causing a relative decrease in deoxy-Hb and consequently elevating StO2. Another contributing factor to reduced deoxy-Hb is autonomic neuropathy, where loss of vasomotor tone on the dermal AV shunts allows blood to bypass the papillary plexus.26 27 The highest concentration of these dermal AV shunts are on the palmar and plantar surfaces of the hands and feet28; physiologically, autonomic regulation of these shunts allows the sympathetic nervous system to promote heat loss by increasing superficial dermal blood flow. Pathologically, this likely reduces the transport of O2 and nutrients to the dermal regenerative cells, inhibiting wound healing and exacerbating neuropathy by reducing perfusion of the vas nervorum.28

Changes in microvascular function are well documented in patients with neuropathic foot ulcers. SFDI could potentially be used as a tool for functional assessment of microcirculatory changes, as patients with diabetes with foot ulcers demonstrate an impaired skin vasodilatory response to pressure, acetylcholine administration, lower extremity heating and ischemia-induced reactive hyperemia when compared with non-ulcer patients with diabetes and healthy controls.29 30 Given the notable differences in vasodilatory response between ulcer and non-ulcer patients with diabetes, the ability of SFDI to detect impaired microcirculatory responses to pressure and heat should be tested, as this may be an effective way of identifying patients at risk of ulceration.

The neuroischemic perfusion signatures from patient 2 show a different pre-ulcer microcirculatory environment to that of patient 1: elevated HbT1, and HbT2, at the eventual wound site and surrounding area. These features were apparent as early as 9 weeks prior to ulceration. On visible wound presentation, there is low tissue oxygenation; thus, the coinciding elevated HbT1 may indicate an accumulation of deoxy-Hb within the superficial dermis. While patient 1 had minimal differences in HbT2, between corresponding regions of interest, ulcers 2a and 2b both demonstrated increased HbT2 when compared with global foot perfusion. The combination of low StO2 with increased HbT1 and HbT2 may signify pooling of deoxy-Hb in the dermal microcirculation.

For patients with DM, neuroischemic wounds are more commonly found at the foot margins, while neuropathic ulcers tend to form on the plantar surface.31 In 2a, there were focal increases in StO2 and decreases in HbT1 at
the initial pre-ulcerative sites on the distal hallux, briefly displaying signatures more consistent with neuropathic ulceration. Since the wound location and patient history is more consistent with a neuroischemic etiology, the transient perfusion changes may be indicative of an acute inflammatory response to tissue necrosis. Moreover, it is conceivable that the local circulation behavior in these cases is a function of the relative severity of PAD, neuropathy and their complex interaction within a given patient. Additional studies are required to investigate the contributory relationship between these component causes and SFDI biomarkers.

It is possible that iatrogenic causes contributed to the amputation of 2a. The addition of a highly vascularized SCIP flap to the patient’s heel may have induced a vascular steal syndrome in the forefoot, as low-pressure vessels in the forefoot were unable to compensate when a parallel circuit (ie, flap) was added. With monophasic flow in the AT and a toe pressure of 0 mm Hg, the patient was at risk for ischemic complications following reconstructive surgery. The patient’s forefoot had minimal collateral circulation, as there was bilateral hypoplasia of the PT, incomplete planter arterial arches and minimal runoff into the medial plantar arteries on angiography. During the SCIP flap reconstruction, extensive calcification of the PT was noted and the flap was anastomosed with the artery in an end-side fashion; intraoperative flap assessment and follow-up indicated adequate arterial blood supply and venous drainage of the flap. While the treatment of the calcaneal ulcer was successful, 2a had far more tissue loss than 2b during this study. Perfusion changes following reconstructive surgery showed a precipitous drop in StO₂ at the hallux and second digit, although global LLE changes were minimal for all biomarkers.

The DVAA was performed since a venous conduit was the only revascularization target; DVAA is reserved as a last resort treatment in limb salvage when severe PAD precludes bypassing to an arterial target, with complications being common following intervention. The gangrene rapidly worsened following the DVAA and a TMA was performed about 1 month later. Post-DVAA but pre-TMA, StO₂ decreased and HbT₂ increased rapidly; HbT₁ changed minimally. These perfusion changes may be necrosis-related rather than a result of the venous arterIALIZation, as the StO₂ reduction and increased HbT₁ seem to precede gross necrotic changes in areas associated with ischemia. This suggests SFDI circulation monitoring could potentially be used as an anatomical delimiting tool in strategizing amputations.

While recent studies using SFDI have attempted to develop statistical models for identifying high-risk pre-ulcerative perfusion signatures, classification and analysis of wounds by specific etiology has not been used. Since neuropathic and neuroischemic wounds can be differentiated clinically and occur in patients with particular comorbidities, subset analysis of SFDI data should divide wounds by clinical categorization to differentiate the dermal microcirculatory signals associated with the two most common DM-related wound etiologies. Although these cases demonstrate the proposed pathophysiological model of neuropathic and neuroischemic diabetic foot ulcers, there are inherent limitations given the small number of wounds presented. Going forward, the full dataset of SFDI data from the observational study will be analyzed, stratifying wounds by etiology and time (pre-ulcer, ulcerative, post-ulcer). Wounds with similar etiology and timing will be compared with contralateral controls, if present, and the differences will be pooled to demonstrate if there are statistically significant differences between etiology and time points throughout the healing process. Once larger SFDI datasets have been collected, stratified and analyzed, this technology can begin being tested as an ulcer-prevention tool, with physicians using the dermal microcirculation biomarkers to guide earlier prophylactic measures against lower extremity ulceration.
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